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All the results of § §3, 4 and 5 about fields complete at a discrete rank one valuation generalize fully to arbitrary linearly compact (alias, maximal) fields.
This generalization is sketched in §7. Incidentally, it would have been possible to proceed initially in great generality, starting only with an arbitrary valuation on a commutative ring (see [3, p. 78] for an example of grotesque generality).
Most of the results developed, however, would be more easily obtained as corollaries to the theory developed here, just as the noncomplete case in §6 is developed as a corollary of the complete case in §4. An example of such an application occurs in §9, where we take the briefest look at polynomials in several variables.
In §8 we give a proof of the fundamental lemma for linearly compact fields.
We have delayed until our tenth and last section giving detailed acknowledgements of, and connections with, Mac Lane's work ([15] , [16] , [17] ). This was mainly for expository reasons: the connections are somewhat technical and emerge most clearly from a developed theory. This is the only section for which
[15] is a prerequisite.
We now list for reference some notations that will be used throughout; most will be reintroduced before being used again.
"deg /" denotes the degree of a polynomial /. Fx denotes the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of a field F.
Let 72 be a nonnegative integer or 00. The symbol (a.) (or, more compactly, (ai)i<") denotes the sequence defined on the set of nonnegative integers less than n whose value at i is a.; we call n the length of the sequence. We allow the sequence of length zero, i.e. the "empty sequence". If n<°°, (a.).
has the obvious meaning.
We use additive notation for valuations. the />-adic valuation on Q.
We wish initially to construct a sequence S(w) = (0., o.)^ of ordered pairs in kx x r . (Strictly speaking we should write ((0., q .)) . but our abbreviation should cause no confusion.) One's first thought might be to set a. = w(x') and 0. = xl + )3 for each i < °°. However, the resulting sequence, even when it made sense, would not in general tell one much about w. Rather, using a con- where the coefficients a. are in Q and
(This is because for each integer n > 0 there are unique i as in (2) We now define g(w) = (g)^ to be the unique sequence of polynomials of maximal length n (where 0 < n < °°) such that each polynomial has finite value, g" = x if 0 < n, and for any positive integer m + 1 < n, Note that we allow n = 0 above; this case arises when w(x) = <x.
Before constructing S(w), it is helpful to notice
Lemma.
There is a unique order isomorphism of V into Q which maps w(p) to 1. Here, Q denotes the additive ordered group of rational numbers.
Proof (sketch). We first identify the cyclic subgroup of T generated by w(p) with the integers, Z. It then suffices to show that each element of T is "com- We now construct S(w). For each i < n, set q. = w(g .). If w(g.) = w(ps), it is natural to set 0¿ = p ~sg. + pw. To proceed in general, we first set (recall v = w | Q and Z = integers) rm = rv + £ Z -q. (0<m< «). 
Notice that the sequence (0., q ■)-K can be defined in the above manner assuming only that each polynomial in the sequence (g A. has finite value. With this understanding, (I) and (IV) in the definition of g(w) above can be replaced by (I').
Condition (III) then becomes This is because the right-hand side of (7) 
be the valuation induced by v and an element a. of Q, say with p-adic expansion "Zap1 (0 <a. <p for all z). Let n be the number of nonzero terms of S a¿p\ and for each i < n, let a , .,p°~'!' be the (z + l)th such term. Then°i have infinite degree-see the paragraph following (3-2)). We may define the sequences of T and k (see (8) This definition will depend on the choice, which we now make once and for all, oí a system A of representatives in F for T (so v maps A bijectively onto r ) and a system B oí coset representatives in F for Fx/(l + fc )■ We further assume for convenience that 1 £ A n B.
In v2 where v was the p-adic valuation on Q, we implicitly took A to be the set of integral powers of p and B to be \sp'\ s and t integers with 0 < 5 <p|.
The important group F /(l + $ ) will be discussed further below. (iii) if 0 < to + 1 < n, then g , is »-homogeneous in fg.). ;
(v) if to < rz and a is finite and commensurable with T , then we can write
where ae/1 and 0 < r. < (T,-., : r\) for z < to.
Also, we say a sequence of monic polynomials and (v) of (3.4) guarantee that w and (g). completely determine S. Something much stronger is true. The next lemma says that S determines (g)^ independently of w, and that for each to < n, the fact that (0., a.). is associated
with w can be deduced from the fact that w assigns to g a sufficiently large value.
(3.5) Fundamental Lemma. Suppose F is complete. Let S = (0., a). Then for any positive integer n, x" + b is the generator of the signature of length one whose only term is (-1, v(b)/n).
The proof of (3.5) is a complicated but basically straightforward counting argument.
In order to proceed directly to the main results of this paper, we refer the reader to §8 for its proof.
A final remark. All of the above definitions make sense when v is the trivial valuation on F. Since F is linearly compact for the trivial valuation, all of our results hold in this case as well as the discrete rank one case (cf. §7).
These results are in every case familiar, e.g. Lemma Recall that two valuations on a ring are equivalent if they differ by an isomorphism of their value monoids (cf. §1).
This section is devoted to the proof of (4.1) and its "supplement" (4.2), which describes how to recover a valuation from its augmented signature. As a corollary, we also compute in terms of signatures the set of extensions of v to the field of rational functions F(x). Then D" is a basis for F[x] as an F-module. Indeed, for any nonnegative number n there are unique r. as in (12) such that the product (11) has degree exactly n (since the right-hand side of (12) equals (deg g . )/(degg .)).
(B) For any product (11) The corollary now follows from Theorem (4.1) and (C) of (4.2).
Suppose w and S correspond in the bijection of (4.3) above. Supplement (4.2) gives a picture of w on F[x], and hence on F(x). In particular, it is easy to show that k is the field of fractions of ks and Y : is the group generated by Ys (use (4.2B) to apply (4.2C)). sentence of (4.1) follows from (4.2), which we now prove.
In the next two lemmas we suppose S = (0¿, <7,)z<", with corresponding generating sequence (g .).
, Rearranging terms and using that k is a field, we have which is clearly in k ,. Done. 
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The main theorem and its supplement are now proved. The following theorem will be applied to study the irreducible polynomials and algebraic extensions of F. (5.10) can also be proven by using Proof. Use Lemma E of §8 to apply the proposition and first theorem of [6] .
The possibility of generalizing (5.11) is suggested by the following corollaries to Krasner's lemma [20, p. 190] . The first is the well-known "p-power theorem". These results can also be proved directly but tediously from (5.10 One can also show that Res maps the "valuations in the sense of Manis" [19] in ë(f ) onto the corresponding subset of &(v).
Before proving Lemma (6.1) at the end of this section, we make a number of easy applications. These are based on the next definition. Proof. Use Lemma (6.1) to apply (4.3). Notice that every signature of infinite length and finite degree extends uniquely to a signature of infinite degree. with T^ a group and k a locally finite field. Use (6.1) to apply (4.1) and (4.2) to the family of such valuations.
We remark that if (5, T) and P correspond as in (6.4) , then PCi F = T, and we have natural isomorphisms ks = kp and Ys SS Yp. The theorem of §2 follows from the above Corollary (also use (4.2) to show that the p-signature associated with a prime valuation w in §2 is the signature associated with w in the sense of (6.2)).
An argument similar to that establishing (6.4) gives over (Z , Z) where p is any prime number, n < oo, each a. is commensurable with Z, each 0. is algebraic over Z , and a. < 0 if 0 < n.
(6.8) Remark. Let P be a finite prime of F[x], say with associated signature S.
Let F with valuation v be the completion of F at the restriction of vp to F; by (6.1) there is a unique prime P of F[x] with P 3 p U b.~. P and P have the same residue class field and value group, and we can get a pretty good idea of the internal structure of the primed ring (F[x], P) from the picture that Supplement (4.2) provides of (F[x], P) (notice that aug S is the augmented signature associated with vp). Incidentally, one can give a formula for vp without referring explicitly to F by a limiting process similar to that in formula (14) at the end of §4; see [3, p. 20] For example, if we give the set of finite primes of F(x) the topology in which a typical basic open set is the collection of finite primes containing a given finite subset of F, then the bijection of (6.5) carries this topology into a transparent topology on the set of signatures associated with primes of F(x) [5, §10] . In [5] , an approximation theorem is proven for compact subsets of the space of finite primes of a field which generalizes (among other things) the classical approximation theorem for inequivalent valuations.
Let notation be as in (6.1 This proves that the map Res is surjective. One now can check (6.9) directly using §4. The rest of (6.1) follows from (6.9). . denotes the function defined on the set of ordinal numbers less than À whose value at v is ay; we call it a sequence of length À. The reader may find it convenient to regard each ordinal number as the set of ordinal numbers less than it, but we use no special properties of this "representation" of the ordinal numbers. We call such a map í> a display of v. it is then isomorphic to i\F (cf. [6] ) which is (not naturally) isomorphic to the generalized power series field S(k^, Y , f) [21, p. 23J. Here / is any factor set whose cohomology class in Ext(T , k ) corresponds to the exact sequence Carruth [7] ). We now define "signatures over (k , Y )" by strict analogy with Definition If one considers oo as the first infinite ordinal number and oo t 1 as its successor, then the signatures of Definition (3.1) are signatures in the above sense, and if Y is discrete rank one, then every signature in the above sense is a signature in the sense of (3-1).
(7.4) Notation. Let S = (0v, qv)v<x be a signature over (k , Y ). We define deg 5, aug S, k s, and Ym s by strict analogy with Definition (3-3) (i.e., just as (7.3) was obtained from (3-1) by allowing i and n to be ordinal numbers). Finally, if S is an augmented signature, we still define D(¡i) as in (21) for p.
less than the length of S. (22) and (23) above are uniquely determined, so that (24) is unambiguous.
It is not hard to show that this definition generalizes (3.4); for this we assume, of course, that $ has been chosen so that <ï>(é>) is a singleton for each b e B (cf. (7.2B)). The real point is that the oo-term of a generating sequence in the sense of (3.4), if there is one, is obtained by the limiting process of (iii) above.
We now make a blanket assertion. Proof. Suppose not. Then z^(g ) < q , so w(g .) < a. for t < i < n (use the induction hypothesis on g .). We claim w(g. /) = e.f.w(g) for t < j < n. Suppose inductively that this is true for all z < /, where t < j < n. For each / = îlv . g e D(j + 1),^i i,í)>ejfjq. + w(f)-¿Z riq.>e.fjq.+ Z (eJ.-l)(w(g) -q) 0 < i < ;' 0 < f < ;' V> e I ■ > ejfjw(g.) + qt-w(g() + ¿Z qi + l -eif.qi > e.f.w(g) = w(g.J J) t <i <j which implies w(e. ,) = e.f.w(g). Now set i-n to set w(g ,) = e / w(g ).
Hence w(g ) > q . Since w(g ) < q , we cannot have n> t; hence n = t and the claim is proved.
Claim 2. n> t and w(g( j) = e / q .
The first assertion follows from the second by (III). Using (31) and Claim 1 we have w (2 fe¡}{t) c(Jf) = eJ(qr Writing
we see zzXg ) = e f a . (Use that the second term of (32) has value greater than ejtqt by Claim 1.) Claim 3. w(g . ,) = e f .w(e .) for all t < i < n.°i If in Claim 3 we take /= n, then w(gn j) = enfnw(gJBy Claim 2, n > t, so w(gn) < qn. Hence w(gn+I) < *"/"?". contradicting (III).
The Fundamental Lemma is proved. Putting all this together, we obtain a bijection between the discrete primes of F[x, y] and the set of triples (P, S, T) where P is a finite prime of F, S is a signature over (kp, Yp) with (r^ : Yp) < oo and k$ a field, and T is a signature over (ks, Ys) with (YT : Ys) < oo and k-a field. With a little more work one can prove the existence and uniqueness of homogeneous representations, and hence the above two propositions, using only the results of this paper. 
